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Preface

I DON’T  THINK  BEAUTIFUL  TESTING  COULD  HAVE  BEEN  PROPOSED , much less published, when

I started my career a decade ago. Testing departments were unglamorous places, only slightly

higher on the corporate hierarchy than front-line support, and filled with unhappy drones

doing rote executions of canned tests.

There were glimmers of beauty out there, though.

Once you start seeing the glimmers, you can’t help but seek out more of them. Follow the trail

long enough and you will find yourself doing testing that is:

• Fun

• Challenging

• Engaging

• Experiential

• Thoughtful

• Valuable

Or, put another way, beautiful.

Testing as a recognized practice has, I think, become a lot more beautiful as well. This is partly

due to the influence of ideas such as test-driven development (TDD), agile, and craftsmanship,

but also the types of applications being developed now. As the products we develop and the
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ways in which we develop them become more social and less robotic, there is a realization that

testing them doesn’t have to be robotic, or ugly.

Of course, beauty is in the eye of the beholder. So how did we choose content for Beautiful

Testing if everyone has a different idea of beauty?

Early on we decided that we didn’t want to create just another book of dry case studies. We

wanted the chapters to provide a peek into the contributors’ views of beauty and testing.

Beautiful Testing is a collection of chapter-length essays by over 20 people: some testers, some

developers, some who do both. Each contributor understands and approaches the idea of

beautiful testing differently, as their ideas are evolving based on the inputs of their previous

and current environments.

Each contributor also waived any royalties for their work. Instead, all profits from Beautiful

Testing will be donated to the UN Foundation’s Nothing But Nets campaign. For every $10 in

donations, a mosquito net is purchased to protect people in Africa against the scourge of

malaria. Helping to prevent the almost one million deaths attributed to the disease, the large

majority of whom are children under 5, is in itself a Beautiful Act. Tim and I are both very

grateful for the time and effort everyone put into their chapters in order to make this happen.

How This Book Is Organized
While waiting for chapters to trickle in, we were afraid we would end up with different versions

of “this is how you test” or “keep the bar green.” Much to our relief, we ended up with a diverse

mixture. Manifestos, detailed case studies, touching experience reports, and war stories from

the trenches—Beautiful Testing has a bit of each.

The chapters themselves almost seemed to organize themselves naturally into sections.

Part I, Beautiful Testers

Testing is an inherently human activity; someone needs to think of the test cases to be

automated, and even those tests can’t think, feel, or get frustrated. Beautiful Testing therefore

starts with the human aspects of testing, whether it is the testers themselves or the interactions

of testers with the wider world.

Chapter 1, Was It Good for You?

Linda Wilkinson brings her unique perspective on the tester’s psyche.

Chapter 2, Beautiful Testing Satisfies Stakeholders

Rex Black has been satisfying stakeholders for 25 years. He explains how that is beautiful.

Chapter 3, Building Open Source QA Communities

Open source projects live and die by their supporting communities. Clint Talbert and

Martin Schröder share their experiences building a beautiful community of testers.
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Chapter 4, Collaboration Is the Cornerstone of Beautiful Performance Testing

Think performance testing is all about measuring speed? Scott Barber explains why, above

everything else, beautiful performance testing needs to be collaborative.

Part II, Beautiful Process

We then progress to the largest section, which is about the testing process. Chapters here give

a peek at what the test group is doing and, more importantly, why.

Chapter 5, Just Peachy: Making Office Software More Reliable with Fuzz Testing

To Kamran Khan, beauty in office suites is in hiding the complexity. Fuzzing is a test

technique that follows that same pattern.

Chapter 6, Bug Management and Test Case Effectiveness

Brian Nitz and Emily Chen believe that how you track your test cases and bugs can be

beautiful. They use their experience with OpenSolaris to illustrate this.

Chapter 7, Beautiful XMPP Testing

Remko Tronçon is deeply involved in the XMPP community. In this chapter, he explains

how the XMPP protocols are tested and describes their evolution from ugly to beautiful.

Chapter 8, Beautiful Large-Scale Test Automation

Working at Microsoft, Alan Page knows a thing or two about large-scale test automation.

He shares some of his secrets to making it beautiful.

Chapter 9, Beautiful Is Better Than Ugly

Beauty has always been central to the development of Python. Neal Noritz, Michelle

Levesque, and Jeffrey Yasskin point out that one aspect of beauty for a programming

language is stability, and that achieving it requires some beautiful testing.

Chapter 10, Testing a Random Number Generator

John D. Cook is a mathematician and applies a classic definition of beauty, one based on

complexity and unity, to testing random number generators.

Chapter 11, Change-Centric Testing

Testing code that has not changed is neither efficient nor beautiful, says Murali

Nandigama; however, change-centric testing is.

Chapter 12, Software in Use

Karen N. Johnson shares how she tested a piece of medical software that has had a direct

impact on her nonwork life.

Chapter 13, Software Development Is a Creative Process

Chris McMahon was a professional musician before coming to testing. It is not surprising,

then, that he thinks beautiful testing has more to do with jazz bands than manufacturing

organizations.

Chapter 14, Test-Driven Development: Driving New Standards of Beauty

Jennitta Andrea shows how TDD can act as a catalyst for beauty in software projects.
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Chapter 15, Beautiful Testing As the Cornerstone of Business Success

Lisa Crispin discusses how a team’s commitment to testing is beautiful, and how that can

be a key driver of business success.

Chapter 16, Peeling the Glass Onion at Socialtext

Matthew Heusser has worked at a number of different companies in his career, but in this

chapter we see why he thinks his current employer’s process is not just good, but beautiful.

Chapter 17, Beautiful Testing Is Efficient Testing

Beautiful testing has minimal retesting effort, says Adam Goucher. He shares three

techniques for how to reduce it.

Part III, Beautiful Tools

Beautiful Testing concludes with a final section on the tools that help testers do their jobs more

effectively.

Chapter 18, Seeding Bugs to Find Bugs: Beautiful Mutation Testing

Trust is a facet of beauty. The implication is that if you can’t trust your test suite, then

your testing can’t be beautiful. Andreas Zeller and David Schuler explain how you can

seed artificial bugs into your product to gain trust in your testing.

Chapter 19, Reference Testing As Beautiful Testing

Clint Talbert shows how Mozilla is rethinking its automated regression suite as a tool for

anticipatory and forward-looking testing rather than just regression.

Chapter 20, Clam Anti-Virus: Testing Open Source with Open Tools

Tomasz Kojm discusses how the ClamAV team chooses and uses different testing tools,

and how the embodiment of the KISS principle is beautiful when it comes to testing.

Chapter 21, Web Application Testing with Windmill

Adam Christian gives readers an introduction to the Windmill project and explains how

even though individual aspects of web automation are not beautiful, their combination is.

Chapter 22, Testing One Million Web Pages

Tim Riley sees beauty in the evolution and growth of a test tool that started as something

simple and is now anything but.

Chapter 23, Testing Network Services in Multimachine Scenarios

When trying for 100% test automation, the involvement of multiple machines for a single

scenario can add complexity and non-beauty. Isaac Clerencia showcases ANSTE and

explains how it can increase beauty in this type of testing.

Beautiful Testers following a Beautiful Process, assisted by Beautiful Tools, makes for Beautiful

Testing. Or at least we think so. We hope you do as well.
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Using Code Examples
This book is here to help you get your job done. In general, you may use the code in this book

in your programs and documentation. You do not need to contact us for permission unless

you’re reproducing a significant portion of the code. For example, writing a program that uses

several chunks of code from this book does not require permission. Selling or distributing a

CD-ROM of examples from O’Reilly books does require permission. Answering a question by

citing this book and quoting example code does not require permission. Incorporating a

significant amount of example code from this book into your product’s documentation does

require permission.

We appreciate, but do not require, attribution. An attribution usually includes the title, author,

publisher, and ISBN. For example: “Beautiful Testing, edited by Tim Riley and Adam Goucher.

Copyright 2010 O’Reilly Media, Inc., 978-0-596-15981-8.”

If you feel your use of code examples falls outside fair use or the permission given above, feel

free to contact us at permissions@oreilly.com.

Safari® Books Online
Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library that lets you easily search
over 7,500 technology and creative reference books and videos to find the
answers you need quickly.

With a subscription, you can read any page and watch any video from our library online. Read

books on your cell phone and mobile devices. Access new titles before they are available for

print, and get exclusive access to manuscripts in development and post feedback for the

authors. Copy and paste code samples, organize your favorites, download chapters, bookmark

key sections, create notes, print out pages, and benefit from tons of other time-saving features.

O’Reilly Media has uploaded this book to the Safari Books Online service. To have full digital

access to this book and others on similar topics from O’Reilly and other publishers, sign up for

free at http://my.safaribooksonline.com.

How to Contact Us
Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:

O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway North
Sebastopol, CA 95472
800-998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
707-829-0515 (international or local)
707-829-0104 (fax)
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http://oreilly.com/catalog/9780596159818

To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to:
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For more information about our books, conferences, Resource Centers, and the O’Reilly

Network, see our website at:
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C H A P T E R  E I G H T

Beautiful Large-Scale Test Automation

Alan Page

AUTOMATED  TESTING  CAN  BE  MUCH  MORE  THAN  SIMPLY writing and running tests that operate

without human intervention. Alas, for many testers, automated testing consists only of the

manual generation of test scripts or code that executes some specified test scenario or piece of

product functionality. Consideration of the logistics of running the tests is too often an

afterthought of the automation process.

Most testers are familiar with the claim that automated testing has the potential to save time.

However, in many cases, test automation doesn’t actually save the amount of time that testers

and their management team have anticipated. In reality, many automation attempts fail

because other than the actual test execution, none of the remainder of the process is automatic.

For automation to be successful, especially on a large scale, the entire end-to-end process—

from the moment the tester completes the authoring of the test until results are analyzed and

available for viewing—must be automatic. Without this level of automation, the amount of

time testers spend monitoring automation systems will quickly grow out of hand.

When I was young, my parents went to a fireworks stand and bought one of those big packages

of fireworks. We eagerly waited until it got dark, and then our family went outside on our

patio and began our show. We had quite a variety of explosions and showers of sparks and

were generally entertained. It was a bit of a pain sometimes to try to find some of the fuses in

the dark, and a few duds disappointed us, but for the most part, we were adequately amused.

A few years later, I attended my first professional fireworks show. Not only were the explosions

and sparkles huge, but everything ran a million times smoother than our home fireworks show.
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People oohed and aahed at the shapes and marveled over how well the show was synchronized

to music. There was nothing wrong with our home fireworks show, but the professional

show—due to the size, complexity, and how smoothly it ran—was truly beautiful.

A system where testers spend the majority of their time monitoring progress, examining errors

(aka “duds”), and pushing tests and their artifacts from one stage to the next is far from

beautiful. Beauty occurs when the entire system reaches a point of automation at which the

tester can concentrate on what they do best: testing software.

Before We Start
For this topic, a few words on the approach to automation are in order. These days, there’s a

bit of a controversy in the testing world centered on when automated tests help test teams and

when they stop teams dead in their tracks. Testers are worried about what to automate and

how much to automate. Test managers are worried about showing ROI on the investment

they’ve made on automation tools and in writing the tests, and in leveraging their automation

investment to the fullest potential.

These testers and their managers often struggle as they try to determine how much of their

testing effort they should automate. I have an answer to this dilemma that works for every test

team, a metric they can use to make sure they are automating the right amount of tests. The

metric is the same for every team, and unlike most metrics, it is always correct. You should

automate 100% of the tests that should be automated. The metric itself is simple (albeit inherently

un-actionable); the difficulty lies in determining exactly which tests to automate. Product

architecture, stakeholders, schedule, and many other factors can help lead test teams to the

correct automation decisions. I see many automation attempts fail because testers spend too

much time automating (or attempting to automate) behaviors or scenarios where automation

simply isn’t worth the effort in the first place. Likewise, test automation efforts also can fail

when testers fail to automate tasks that are clearly prime targets for automation. Deciding

which tests to automate is extremely difficult and up to the test team and stakeholders to

determine for their particular situation (and fortunately for the attention span of the reader,

far beyond the scope of this chapter).

Also, note that for the sake of this essay, I’m referring to testing performed by an independent

test team. Automation is the perfect and commonly acceptable solution for developer-written

unit tests. The difficult decisions about what tests to automate typically occur in areas such as

end-to-end scenarios or advanced GUI manipulation, or other areas where a human set of eyes

and a brain are sometimes the most efficient oracle for determining success.

What Is Large-Scale Test Automation?
On a small software product, it may be possible for a single tester to write and run automated

tests from his desk and report results via email or by manually updating a web page or
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spreadsheet. Testers are also likely responsible for entering bugs for any issues discovered by

the tests, and verifying that resolved bugs are fixed. For a system to be capable of handling

thousands of tests or more distributed across hundreds of machines, the system must, at every

step—from the moment test authoring is complete to the point where results are available—

be completely automatic. Manual support for automated testing can take a significant amount

of testing time away from the test team. Before we discuss implementation and architecture

details of such a system, it will be helpful to discuss the workflow and the life of tests in an

automation system.

The Basics of a Test Automation System

Even the bare necessities of a beautiful automation system enable efficiencies from end to end,

but automation systems come in all shapes, sizes, and ranges of splendor. For all test teams

that use automated tests, some basic steps are common. Figure 8-1 shows a basic automation

test workflow.

FIGURE 8-1. Automated test life cycle workflow

Somewhere at or near the beginning of testing, a tester will write one or more automated tests.

Testers may create test suites (a set of tests targeting a particular area or small feature) as well.

They may write scripts, such as JavaScript, or create a compiled binary written in a language

such as C# or C++. At some point in the process, the tests inevitably execute and a process (or

person) tracks test results (e.g., “Pass” or “Fail”). Once the test results are available, the tester

enters newly discovered errors into the bug tracking system, and may cross-reference fixed

bugs to ensure that the relevant tests are now correctly passing.

The problem with the basics is that there are numerous scenarios where manual intervention

may be necessary. Once the tester writes his tests, it may be his responsibility to copy the scripts

or binaries (along with any needed support files) to a network share where other testers can

access them. In other cases, the tester may be responsible for running the tests himself,

analyzing the results, and reporting. Often, the tester is also responsible for entering bugs to

correspond with failed tests, and verifying that bugs resolved as fixed truly are fixed.

A Beautiful System

The end-to-end automation process can certainly be more eye-catching. Let’s look at what a

more sophisticated automation system and process might look like.
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Once the tester completes the authoring of their code or script, they check it into a source

control management system (SCM), where an automated build process builds the tests. Once

the building process is complete, the system copies tests and support files to a common location

where testers (as well as the tools that make up the automation system) can access them.

Configuration of the systems used for running the tests happens automatically. The

deployment to these machines and subsequent execution occurs automatically. A common

database stores all test results for easy reporting and analysis. Finally, the system automatically

records test failures in the bug database.

Even in a system such as this, there are many stages where nonautomated tasks can begin to

monopolize a tester’s time. I’ve personally seen many test teams create thousands of automated

tests thinking that they will save massive amounts of testing time, but end up spending

countless hours on the work surrounding those same automated tests. Indeed, on many teams,

the testers spend so much time babysitting tests and analyzing test results that they have little

time left for actual testing.

The First Steps
The first step for success is simple: write great tests. Many test teams set themselves up for

failure by holding the quality bar for their test code to much lower standards than their product

code. Teams that write poor tests in an effort to save time almost always end up putting a large

effort into maintaining their tests and investigating failed tests.

Test code must be easily maintainable. Whether the tests are going to be around for 10 days

or 10 years, on a large team, chances are that someone other than the author will have to read,

debug, or modify the code at some point. On many teams I’ve observed, once authoring of an

automated test and integration of that test into the system are complete, that test remains in

the system forever (unless, of course, the team removes the component under test from the

product). Whether or not the “once a test, always a test” concept is appropriate (as well as

mitigation techniques for the issue) is a topic for a different essay.

Code reviews and static analysis of the test code are also important. Hardcoded paths to test

servers or hardcoded usernames and passwords are frequent causes of fragile tests, as are

hardcoded resource strings that fail the first time the test runs on non-English builds. Tools or

scripts that analyze source code at or extremely close to compile time are essential for detecting

many common programming errors such as these.

Finally, it’s critical that test code is under source control and builds in a central location. Source

control eases maintenance by enabling testers to investigate an entire history of changes to test

code, overlaying infrastructure or “collateral” (noncode files used by the tests, such as media

files or input data). Frequent builds or continuous integration are just as applicable to test code

as they are to product code. Central builds allow the latest tests to run on every build of the

production code, and ensure that tests are available from a central location. If testers build their

own tests and are responsible for copying the tests to a server, mistakes are eventually bound
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to occur. A central build also enables the embedding of consistent version information into

every test. Version information greatly simplifies debugging when tests suddenly begin to fail

or behave differently than expected.

Test Infrastructure Is Critical

All of the statements in the previous section apply directly to test infrastructure and tools.

Chances are that if your team has a system similar to the one described in this essay, the

development of at least some parts of the system occurs in-house. Moreover, these testing tools

need to be inherently reliable and trusted. I have watched test teams struggle with poor tools

and spend time writing workarounds for poor implementation only to have their workarounds

break when someone finally gets around to updating the tools.

To that end, code reviews, unit testing, and acceptance testing are critical for all major pieces

of a test infrastructure. Nobody wants to use a test tool that wastes testers’ time, but nearly

everyone wants to use tools that are intuitive, reliable, and just work.

Test Collateral

Another mistake that many teams make is mismanagement of their test collateral. By collateral,

I mean data files, documents, add-ins, and any other bits of data used by the tests. It is vital to

ensure that all of these files are under source control, but even more critical to guarantee that

these files are available in a location that satisfies two key criteria. First, the files must be

available to the automated testing system. For example, files on a share accessible to the test

team members might not be available to the automation system if it has different access rights

on the network. Second, the collateral files need to be stored in a nontemporary location.

Sustained engineering or maintenance teams cringe when they inherit tests that attempt to

copy collateral from a server or share that doesn’t exist anymore.

Mitigation for this issue can include setting up a permanent server for test collateral or using

a database to store all collateral items. Regardless of the solution, including a plan for handling

test collateral is essential to ensure the robustness of the overall automation system.

Automated Tests and Test Case Management
As the number of test cases grows from hundreds to millions, test case management becomes

a critical element of the overall system. In order to track what every test is doing and which

tests are passing and failing, all tests need an associated unique identification number. At the

very least, assigning test ID numbers enables tracking of test results across a number of testing

configurations and scenarios, but it can also enable tracing of requirements or user stories to

the tests that verify these requirements or stories.
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Unique IDs assigned to individual test cases are a minimum requirement, but implementing a

larger set of attributes associated with the test enables a much larger set of functionality.

Table 8-1 shows a small excerpt of test case IDs and samples of associated attributes in a test

case management system.

TABLE 8-1. Example test case management identification attributes

Test case ID Test binary or script Command line Configurations Tags

10001 perfTest.dll /entry:perfTestOne All Performance; Core

10002 perfTest.dll /entry:perfTestTwo Main Performance

11001 scenarioTest.exe /Persona:Peggy Main Scenarios

11002 scenarioTest.exe /Persona:Carl Mobile Scenarios

12001 Applications.js  All Applications

13002 filesysBVT.dll /entry:createFileTests /full Main FileSystem; BVT

13023 filesysBVT.dll /entry:usbStorageTests USBStorage FileSystem; BVT; USB

A brief explanation of the fields in Table 8-1 follow:

Test case ID

This is a globally unique identifier assigned to each test. It’s not necessary for the numbers

to be sequential, but they must be unique. On large systems, a method for automatically

assigning unique IDs is necessary. The sidebar “Breaking It All Down” on page 109

explains some common methods for generating IDs.

Test binary or script

Automated tests generally “live” in a binary (EXE or DLL) or a script such as JavaScript,

QuickTest Pro, PowerShell, or Python. The system (or harness) that is responsible for

running the tests uses the binary or script name when executing the tests.

Command line

The test system uses the command line along with the binary or script name in order to

run the test. This enables customization, such as adding data references for data-driven

tests, or enables the isolation of single tests within larger test files so they can run

independently.

Configurations

Early in planning for a software application or system, the team will define the

configurations where the software will run. The configurations may be based on common

installation scenarios, languages, or compatible platforms. For example, a team building

a web portal and service may decide that valid test platforms are the last two versions of

Internet Explorer and Firefox, and the latest versions of Chrome, Safari, and Opera. It’s

likely that not every test will need to run on every platform. For some test teams, the
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excitement of test automation encourages them to run every test on every build. In the end,

what these teams find is an abundance of redundant test and an automated test pass that

takes far too long to complete to be helpful. Smartly tagging tests using pair-wise or other

methods of matrix reduction for determining test configurations is a smarter way to deploy

large-scale automation.

Tags

Tags are an optional method of describing additional metadata about the test. With tags

in place, both the test run and the reporting of results are easily customizable. Running

all “performance tests,” for example, is simple if all performance tests are tagged as such.

With multiple tags, it’s also just as easy to view all results with similar customizations,

or to drill down into special areas. Example queries could be “from all tests, view just

performance tests” or “from all File System tests, show BVT tests, except for those run on

Windows XP”.

BREAKING IT ALL DOWN
For test automation authors, it often makes architectural sense to create several tests within one test
binary. One of the most common approaches is to write test cases in a library (a .dll on Windows),
and use a “test harness” to run the tests within the DLL.

For managed (e.g., C# or VB.NET) test binaries, attributes are a commonly used method:

[TestCaseAttribute( "Checkout Tests", ID=1)]
public TestResult BuyItems()
{
    TestResult.AddComment("executing Checkout Tests: Buy One Item");
    //implementation removed ...
    return TestResult.Pass;
}
[TestCaseAttribute( "Checkout Tests", ID=2)]
public TestResult BuyItems()
{
    TestResult.AddComment("executing Checkout Tests: Buy Zero Items");
    //code removed ...
    return TestResult.Pass;
}

The harness (or “runner”) for managed code uses .NET Reflection to discover and run the tests in
the library. Unit test frameworks such as NUnit and MSTest use this method to execute tests
embedded in managed libraries.

Native (e.g., C or C++) binaries can use an alternate method of assigning tests to internal library
functions. One somewhat common method is to embed a table within the library containing function
addresses and other information about the test:
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struct functionTable[] =
{
    { "Checkout tests: Buy one Item", 101, BuyItems, 1 },
    { "Checkout tests: Buy invalid number of items (0)", 102, BuyItems, 0 },
    { "Checkout tests: Buy negative number of items (-1)", 103, BuyItems, -1 },
    { "Checkout tests: Buying Scenario_One", 104, BuyingScenarioOne, 0 },
    // ...
};

The layout of the structure in this simple example contains four elements. They are:

Test description
A plain-text description of the test (likely used in logging and reporting).

Test ID
Unique identifier of the test.

Function pointer
Address of the function that the harness should call for this test.

Optional parameters
Value for the harness to pass to the function specified in the function pointer. This allows the
test author to create one test function that, depending on a parameter, executes multiple test
cases.

In the structure listed here, the description of the first test is “Checkout tests: Buy one Item,” the Test
ID is 104, the function called by the harness is BuyItems, and the parameter passed to the function
is the value 1. There are, of course, multiple methods for implementing a test harness in native code,
but this approach is simple and likely common.

A simple method that native code test harnesses can use to obtain information about tests in a
library is for each test library to have an entry point that dumps the test IDs and entry points for all
tests. Other than being useful for those wanting a quick method for determining which tests are in
a binary, automation tools can manually parse this data in order to create test cases in a test case
manager directly from the descriptions and unique IDs within a test binary:

void PrintFunctionTable()
{
    // display descriptions, entry points, test ID and parameters
    // for functionTable
}

There’s one remaining hurdle to address. In a large system with hundreds of test libraries written
by dozens of testers, it’s virtually impossible to guarantee that test IDs will be unique across the test
binaries or scripts. In the code excerpts shown earlier, for example, the managed function “Checkout
Tests” and the native function “Checkout tests: Buy one Item” are both assigned the same ID.

One solution is to assign a bank of test IDs to each tester. As long as testers only use the IDs assigned
to them, there’s no problem. The usefulness of this solution fades quickly as testers come and go on
a project, and as test libraries are shared between teams. A much better solution, of course, is an
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automated solution. One way to accomplish this is to use a test harness or a similar tool and take
steps such as the following in order to assign unique IDs to every test across an entire product:

1. Obtain the embedded test information from a library using the techniques described earlier
(Reflection for managed code or a function table for native code).

2. Create new unique IDs for each test in the library.

3. Store a mapping of the library name, original ID, and unique ID in a database (see Table 8-2).
The ID mappings enable uniqueness of IDs across a large system with minimal impact to the
individual testers’ authoring needs.

TABLE 8-2. Table with mapping of local IDs to global IDs

Library name Local ID Unique ID Command line (samples)

buyTest.dll 1 1000001 harness.exe buyTest.dll/id:1

buyTest.dll 2 1000002 harness.exe buyTest.dll/id:1

shoppingTest.dll 1 1100001 nHarness.exe shoppingTest.dll 1

shoppingTest.dll 2 1100002 nHarness.exe shoppingTest.dll 2

shoppingTest.dll 3 1100003 nHarness.exe shoppingTest.dll 3

The example here implies that there are (at least) two test harnesses in use by the test team, and that
they use different command lines to execute tests. Much more metadata about the tests (e.g., target
module, test history) is often included in the test metadata.

The point of thoughtful, planned test case management is to save time at later stages of the

automation process. If there’s a failure in a test, giving a tester even 30 minutes to “dig in” to

the failure and get more details is just too long. When there’s a failure, you need to know

exactly which test failed, what component it was testing, what caused the failure, and what

kind of test was running. Otherwise, you may as well shrug your shoulders and say, “I don’t

know, boss, something went wrong.” You can’t expect to run millions of tests and keep

everything in order without careful preparation and organization of the test data.

The Automated Test Lab
Tests need a place to run. Whether it’s 10 machines in an office or hundreds of machines in

an offsite data center, careful planning of the lab, including a test deployment strategy, is

crucial. For efficiency reasons, it makes sense to run tests in parallel across a bank of test

machines rather than sequentially on a single machine. If compatibility is a concern on the test

team, or if a variety of environments are required for any other reason, the number of machines

needed to complete automated testing in a reasonable amount of time grows quickly.
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An efficiently configured test lab requires that there are enough machines available to allow

the automated tests to complete in a reasonable amount of time while not having so many

computers that machine utilization is too low. Test labs require computers, space, power, and

cooling. To best offset the cost of running the test lab, the machines in an automated test lab

should be as busy as possible. In addition to effectively using the machines in the test lab for

running automated tests, another tactic is to use the machines in the lab to run extended

versions of tests, stress tests, or specific customer scenarios between runs of the automated test

pass.

Deploying the Test Bed

The test lab will likely contain both physical machines and hosted virtual machines. Deploying

virtual machines is usually as simple as copying the appropriate virtual hard drives to the host

system. For physical machines, installing a fresh version of an operating system plus updates

and any necessary test applications is too time-consuming for practical test automation. If

testing requires a fresh operating installation to be in place, a more efficient approach for the

task of OS and application installation is via a disk-imaging tool that can quickly write an image

of an operating system plus relevant applications to disk. Any time computers in the lab are

being prepared for testing is time that they are not testing. Going through a 2-hour installation

process in order to run a 10-minute test is something that few people would consider efficient.

Minimizing test bed preparation time is a key part of increasing lab efficiency.

Other Considerations

Outside of the scope of testing technology but still necessary in order to deploy a successful test

lab are plans for maintenance, power, and cooling. A well-planned and well-organized lab will

save time if there are ever any problems with computer hardware or networking that need

investigation. It’s also certainly possible to house the test lab in a remote location. If this is the

case, the lab should include remote control power strips or a 24-hours-a-day service-level

agreement in the off chance that a machine hangs so hard during testing that normal means

of rebooting are not possible.

Test Distribution
Once the computers in the test lab are prepared, the next piece (and possibly the most

significant piece of the overall system) is to deploy and execute the tests. If you’ve invested in

a test lab filled with hundreds of test machines, you want to make sure machine utilization is

high—i.e., reducing as much as possible the amount of time those machines are idle, waiting

for the instruction to run tests.
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The flow chart in Figure 8-2 describes what decisions in test distribution may look like.

FIGURE 8-2. Test distribution flow chart

Depending on implementation, the first step is to take an inventory of either the test cases or

the configurations available for testing. When starting with test cases, the next step is to begin

deploying operating system and application configurations to test machines. When starting

with available configurations, the secondary step is matching un-run test cases with the current

set of machine configurations. In general, the former works a bit better when testing on a

known smaller set of configurations, whereas the latter is slightly more convenient when

dealing with a larger number of configurations.

One or more machines (sometimes called test controllers) are in charge of distributing the tests

to the waiting machines in the test labs. These machines implement a connection system using

sockets, message queues, or another multi-machine-aware synchronism mechanism.

Once preparation of the test computer is complete, the system copies the test to the target

machine and the test executes. A test controller waits for the test to complete (or hang or crash),

and then obtains the logfile from the test computer. The controller can parse the logfile for

results directly, but more often it sends the logfile back to the test case manager or to another

computer for parsing and analysis.

Yet another thing to consider in an automation system is a mechanism for knowing when the

test has completed. Waiting a fixed time is risky, as tests will take a varying amount of time to

complete on different systems. On the other hand, simply allotting a large amount of time for

a test to complete usually means that test machines are idle for extended lengths of time. For

tests that pass, the simple solution is for the test harness to signal the controller when the test
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process exits. Additionally, associating a maximum time length for tests will trigger the

controller to obtain results and crash log information from the test machine if the test does not

complete (i.e., the harness does not signal completion) within the specified time.

Failure Analysis
If your tests are doing anything interesting, some of them are bound to fail. Some of the failures

will be because of product bugs, and others will be due to errors in the tests. Some failures in

related areas may be due to the same bug or, if you are running a single test on multiple

configurations, it may fail in multiple (or all) configurations. If the same test (e.g., “verify

widget control activates menu items”) fails on both Windows XP and Windows Vista, failure

analysis can analyze logfiles or other test collateral. If it determines that the same issue causes

both, it can report only one failure.

If a team has a lot of tests and any significant number are failing, the test team can end up

spending a lot of time investigating failed tests—so much time, in fact, that they have little time

left for actually testing. The unfortunate alternative to this analysis paralysis is to simply gloss

over the failure investigation and hope for the best (a practice that often ends with a critical

bug finding its way into a customer’s hands).

The solution to this predicament is to automate the analysis and investigation of test failures.

The primary item that enables analysis to work effectively is to have consistent logging

implemented across all tests. Matching algorithms implemented by the failure analysis system

can look for similarities in the logs among failed tests and identify failures potentially triggered

by the same root cause. The failure analysis system can also analyze call stacks or other

debugging information automatically for any tests that cause a crash.

When tests fail, the system can either create a new bug report or update an existing report,

depending on whether the failure is a new issue or already known (see Figure 8-3). An

excellent return on investment for large-scale test automation requires integration in all stages

of the automation, check-in, and bug tracking systems. A successful solution greatly reduces

the need for manual intervention in analyzing test results and failures.

Reporting
From management’s point of view, test results may be the most important artifact of the test

team. Current and relevant test results are another key aspect of an automation system, and

it is critical that test results are current, accurate, and easily available.

The role of an automation system in reporting is to ensure that the items in the previous

paragraph are possible. Tracking and tagging of test results is imperative. For any new failures

(automatic failure analysis should filter errors found in previous testing), information about
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the failure such as call stacks and logfiles need to be readily and quickly available so that

diagnosis of the issue by the tester is as efficient as possible.

THE TRUTH ABOUT TEST RESULTS
Every team I know of that runs automated tests also tracks test results closely. Most of these teams
have goals to reach or exceed, and a specified pass rate by the end of a milestone or by the time of
release. For example, they may have a goal of passing 95% of their tests, or passing 100% of their
“priority 1” test cases.

When teams tell me this, I always follow up by asking them what they do if they don’t reach their
goal. I ask, “What do you do if you’re at a milestone exit, and your pass rate is only 94%?” They
inevitably answer, “Oh, it depends on the failure. If the errors blocking us from reaching our goal
don’t meet the bar, we go ahead and move on.” This, I suppose, is better than telling me that they
just stop running that test (which is, unfortunately, something else I’ve heard in my career).

So, what is a reasonable goal for test pass rates? The answer is right in front of you. Rather than aim
for a magic number, what you really want is to investigate 100% of the failures and ensure that none
of those failures are serious enough to block the release. Of course, if you have a high pass rate, you
will have fewer failures to investigate, but I see nothing special in reaching a magic pass rate number
or letting the pursuit of that number drive your testing.

FIGURE 8-3. Automated failure analysis
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Putting It All Together
Once the whole package is together, test automation truly begins to become a benefit to testing.

Testers can focus on one thing only: writing fantastic automated tests. These are tests that don’t

require constant maintenance, and tests that always generate meaningful actionable results.

Figure 8-4 shows one description of the entire automation system described here.

FIGURE 8-4. Large-scale test automation

Of course, if your automation system isn’t at this level of maturity, you shouldn’t expect it to

get there instantly. The implementation of the details, as well as the relevant cultural changes,

won’t happen overnight. As with any large-scale change, changing and growing a little at a

time is the best approach to turn an inefficient system into a beautiful one. Start by writing

better tests; poor test automation is one of the biggest obstacles to automation success. Also

make sure that test scripts and code are part of a source control system, and that tests go through

some sort of continuous integration process to ensure some level of test quality and

consistency.
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Then, set up a test lab for running automated tests. Start working out a way to distribute tests

to these machines and execute the tests. Then, begin gathering and aggregating simple high-

level test results. Next, find a way to log test failures in the bug database. After that, investigate

how you can automatically investigate failures and separate new failures from known failures.

Finally, look for any other areas where testers are investing significant time and energy keeping

the system running, and find a way to automate those tasks.

Before you know it, you will have a beautiful system. As it improves, testers on your team will

have more and more time to do what they are best at, and something that they were (hopefully)

hired to do in the first place: test software. Otherwise, despite thousands of automated tests and

testers who are perpetually busy, you actually may not end up with a well-tested product. And

that would be a sad ending to what should be a beautiful story.
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